HOW DO SECURITY WINDOW FILMS WORK?

When applied to any ordinary sheet of glass, our transparent and tinted security films bind securely with the glazed surface thanks to a self-adhesive acrylic layer, instantly transforming it into highly resistant safety glass.

What is more, when applied to a shop window for example, it doubles up as a highly efficient anti-theft device. Whether your shop is fitted with a burglar alarm or not, a thief throwing a brick at the window would expect to see it shatter completely, allowing access to the contents of your establishment. With our security films installed, such an impact would cause only minor damage that would, at most, allow limited access to the shop window display. The film will prevent damage to your merchandise on display and will hold the glazed pane in place until its replacement can be arranged.

WHY INSTALL A SECURITY WINDOW FILM?

Whether in the home, at work or in public spaces, acts of vandalism, terrorism or mere accidents can cause a glass pane to shatter into thousands of smaller and potentially harmful pieces of flying glass. SOLAR SCREEN® polyester security films can be applied to any glass surface and provide 24h, maintenance-free protection for years to come.

Accidents and unfortunate incidents can happen to anyone, and as a result we must consider the effect on those that surround us, particularly in public spaces. Protect your glazed surfaces so that they do not become the unfortunate instrument of harm to others. There is a moral obligation to ensure that your windows are reinforced to prevent avoidable harm, whatever their location or the type of incidents likely to arise.

Furthermore, the SOLAR SCREEN® security window film is the market’s number one choice for genuine and effective protection, afforded to all at a modest price.

COMBINATION – Security combined with solar performance

(Type: Silver 880C - 480C - 470C | Neutral 465C - 440C | Mat White Security)
The damage caused to glazing by tags and graffiti, on both public and private buildings, is a real pain with serious financial implications.

SOLAR SCREEN® has developed its Anti-Graffiti range of window films in order to offer you a cost-effective system for the protection of your windows.

A scratch-resistant coating provides security films with added protection against light surface scratching, as well as against certain inks or paints that can be wiped away without fear of damaging the film. A considerable advantage of these films is that, even if tags resist all attempt at removal or scratches prove too deep, the whole film can be removed and replaced without the need for further costly interventions.

What is more, these films are certified M1 fire-resistant, able to withstand considerable exposure to flames and hold shattered glass securely in place in case of impact.

Our anti-graffiti films feature an adhesive layer that facilitates greatly the installation process and avoids the problem of unsightly glue residues on the window. This allows you to carry out repeat installations at a minimal cost, in particularly exposed areas.